TEAM BLATCH

Online Learning Bulletin
Dear Team Blatch,
We wanted to take the opportunity to share with all members of our
school community how incredibly proud we are of all our students for
the maturity and determination to complete work that they have
shown since they switched to online learning on Wednesday this
week.
Their resilience in the face of their new reality of working from home
and online has been phenomenal.
This bulletin brings together a small sample of the excellent work
across the school that has been completed by students in the last
few days to give you a flavour of exactly why we are so very proud of
all our Blatch students.
A particular special mention must go to our Year 11 students whose
desire to keep learning and completing their work in the face of the
immediate cancellation of their exams has been exceptional. We will
continue to do all we can to support you.
As you will see from the range of work and the feedback given our
staff have been exceptional this week too, working tirelessly to
support students cope with the new demands whilst learning new
systems themselves. It has been a true team effort to ensure our
students are able to continue to learn to the best of their abilities.
We have also been hugely grateful for the amazing level of support
we have had from parent and carers this week, thank you, it is very
much appreciated.
We hope you enjoy reading our sample of student work and we’ll
look forward to sharing more work with you next week.
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How does Shelley present love in Love’s philosophy? - Rebecca P
Shelley explores the idea of love and connection through nature imagery in numerous
ways. ‘The sunlight clasps the earth and the moonbeams kiss the sea’ gives us the
impression that nature is always uniﬁed. The ‘earth’ implies images of the whole world and
the moonbeams are so close to the sea that their lips are touching. The verb ‘kiss’ could
have been chosen voluntarily to make a connection between this natural interaction and
the speaker’s own devotion to kiss the lady. The noun ‘sea’ was also mentioned in a
previous line and links to the waves and the ocean ‘and the waves clasp one another’. The
verb ‘clasp’ highlights a very tight bond, grip or embrace which doesn’t usually occur in
waves. The author might be suggesting that the waves follow on from each other
seamlessly as they do sometimes curl over each other to form shapes like clasping hands.

How does Shelley present love in Love’s Philosophy? - Ruby W
Love is presented throughout the poem as a key theme. Shelly writes about how the
speaker feels towards somebody and presents his love for the person by using imagery of
nature to show love. Shelly writes about the idea that all nature joins together and
everything comes in a pair. The nature imagery ‘ no sister-ﬂower would be forgiven. If it
distain’d its brother;’ emphasises the use of nature to present love. The verb ‘forgiven’
could be seen as a persuasive technique to try and get the person the speaker is in love
with to kiss him. Repetition of the verb ‘kiss’ highlights that the speaker wants the person
to kiss him. Also suggests that the speaker is having to try and persuade the person to kiss
him showing that the love he has for the person could be unrequited love. At the end of
each stanza Shelly ends it with a question, this tells the reader that the speaker is confused
about how the person feels towards him and if they share the same feelings for each other.
‘What are all these kisses worth.’ again highlights the theme of love and shows that the
speaker is in love with the person. The writer uses metaphors of nature ‘kissing’ to show
how he feels and these images he creates are presented to the reader as beautiful. But by
the end he is saying that all of this is not worth seeing if he cannot be kissed by the person
he loves.
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Coronavirus and Mental Health
1. In self isolation/quarantine it may be hard to connect with people if
meeting up is not possible but 2 ways you can is by planning when to
video chat and call people but you could also plan to watch ﬁlms or
read books and discuss them on your calls.
2. Exercising and keeping healthy could become quite hard but you don’t
need expensive equipment to stay on top of things. Two ways of doing
this could be cleaning your home or dancing to music.
3. Being at home all day can become boring three ways you can spend
your time is by having a clear out of your house/room and any
possessions you do not want. In addition to this, you could write
emails or letters for people you mean to catch up with or do any admin
tasks you haven’t got round to.
4.
It is also easy to become lazy and stop challenging your mind when
sending a long time at home two ways you can stretch yourself would
be downloading audio books or ebooks for your local library or using
other apps to learn new things such as languages.
5. If the thought of coronavirus or the news makes you anxious breathing
exercises or things such as puzzles and games can be a good way to
take your mind off things.
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Connecting with people can seem more diﬃcult when in quarantine of
self-isolation. However, connecting with people digitally is very easy to
do now and can help you get some well-needed social interaction.
Another way to do this is to join a support group, such as Elefriends, run
by Mind. This can be a great comfort, especially to those self-isolating,
who want to hear from others in a similar situation.
Keeping active may also be diﬃcult when you are constricted to your
home. Gyms and other comunal places like that are a bad idea in these
times, and, without that, some people may ﬁnd it diﬃcult to ﬁnd ways of
exercising. However, simple things such as running up and down the
stairs or dancing to some music, though you may not think it, can be very
good for you and make you feel a lot better in self-isolation. Also, online
workouts are always available in many different forms and levels of
diﬃculty. These make exercise in self-isolation a much easier thing to
keep up with.
There are many things to do to pass the time while staying safe in your
house. Connecting with people, as I have already said, can keep stress
levels down, be a comfort to you and whoever you must isolate with, and
give you a sense of the outside world in your constricting home. Another
way to spend your time is to work or study. While not as fun, it can give
you a sense of normality in these strange times. Work and education is
necessary for most people and should not be forfeited because of
COVID-19. Another way to spend your time is to get creative in your own
home. With no time constrictions, learning a new skill or getting on with
some art could be a comfort and a fun activity.
To keep your mind stimulated, you could study, learn something new, set
yourself challenges, or simply read or watch ﬁlms. Keeping your brain
active is important, so even training a pet or teaching someone
something you know could be vital in self-isolation.
If you are experiencing ﬂashbacks or panic attacks because of
COVID-19, being in your own home may actually be helpful to you.
Picking a designated space in your home and going there when you feel
anxious or stressed out could be very helpful and a great comfort to you.
The British Association of Counselling and Psychotherapy also offers
more information for people feeling anxious.
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